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Can a serious author venture into humorous
writing without destroying the last few
shreds of his credibility? Lets find out. Dog
stories, cat stories, redneck stories, horse
stories, Hong Kong stories, and of course
the infamous hog stories. Id like to meet
Michael LaRocca he seems like a great
person. I admire those who turn adversity
into something positive.Im still amazed
that someone who held a boars penis in his
hands on a daily basis ended up teaching
conversational English in China. Brett
Scott, Timeless Tales Many times
throughout the book I found myself
laughing hysterically over his perspective
on life, whether or not it was in America or
Hong Kong. Its a personable book and I
enjoyed it immensely. How Red Is My
Neck? gives us a view of China that we
might not find in American media.We
could learn a lot from each other and our
contrasts. If youre looking for a book that
touches your heart and keeps it light as
well, this is the one for you. I really loved
this book and give it a top rating of 10.
Dallas Franklin, Sell Writing Online One
mans Redneck is another mans Country
Gentleman. Stephen Shore Ilaughed my ass
off at the absurdity of it all. Your story
gave me details I didnt wait for on
television. Strong lead, good pace, good
imagery. You had me hooked Bettina
Tison Bennett, author This book will have
the reader laughing out loud as they read
the hilarious tales of Mr. LaRoccas life. He
shares stories about his dogs, his cats, his
horses, and some of his more adventurous
jobs. There is not a dull moment when
reading this book. This book is very
fast-paceda delightful look at a life where
one could say, what was the big deal about
this one mans life? Mr. LaRocca takes his
life and writes about it with funny,
laugh-out-loud
detail.
Jen
Oliver,
MyShelf.Com Outrageous. Hilarious, great
voice, fine structure. Well-written, well
done and I hooeyed out loud a couple times
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good! Thanks for the read! Jeff Rose,
author Stars out of 5: 5 LaRocca has a
wonderful way of putting words together to
grab the attention of his readers, while
making them laugh.I thoroughly enjoyed
reading this book and I highly recommend
HOW RED IS MY NECK? and Michael
LaRocca as an author. Jennifer LB Leese
@ ASTORYWEAVERs Book Reviews
Youve never met a redneck like Michael
LaRocca. And, unless your concept of a
redneck is someone who loves animals,
delights in encountering people from
different cultures, and moves easily
between environments as diverse as an
electronics firm, a pig farm, and mainland
China, expect Michael LaRocca to redefine
that term for you. The authors energetic
and staccato prose straddles the distance
between North Carolina and Hong Kong as
easily as it bestrides the disparate
co-realities of hog farm and electronics
firm. And we always have Michael for
company, a dog-lover, a cat-sap, an
appreciator of peculiar characters and
someone whos always ready for something
new. Hes the sort of person who takes in
strays and strives to get to know their
individual natures. Hes the sort of person
who can give up everything hes ever
known and fly to Hong Kong to follow up
an internet romance, vaulting the corporate
cubicle in a single bound and resigning by
e-mail from half-a-world away. A funny
and surprising man with the skill to put
himself on the book page in living color, he
possesses of the kind of unreserved honesty
that most of us achieve only after a few
drinks. Get to know Michael LaRocca.
Spend some time with him. You wont
regret it. Bill Stephens, GWN Book
Reviewer bill_stephensca@yahoo.ca
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Red skin on neck and upper chest - Dermatology - MedHelp The neck rash could be due to several causes. You
would need to see a skin specialist to rule out sunburn, heat rash or miliaria, eczema, sweat dermatitis, heat rash, acne,
folliculitis, impetigo, even lupus, etc. I also have redness on my neck and upper chest. Red Neck SparkPeople If you
have a itchy rash, or dermatitis on your neck, the condition is No matter the cause of your red bumps, one bit of advice
remains consistent -- dont scratch. Scratching can cause HEIGHT. GET MY CALORIE GOAL red blotches on neck:
Anxiety & Panic Community - Support Group Red. Skin. Isnt. Are you regarded by your employer and co-workers
as someone with Where I was raised and my attitude of life put the red about my neck. Why is my neck turning red
sometimes randomly? - Social Anxiety Forum For the past two years I have been getting red blotches on my neck and
chest, which is extremely embarassing. This occurs at random times. Of course, if I am All Neck Red and Sore
messages - Cancer Compass My neck is always red with the section around my wind pipe about the size of an apple
the color of the rest of my skin. It looks like the spots you get on your face hi i have a red patch of skin on my neck .
About - JustAnswer What is a neck rash? A neck rash is an inflammatory reaction of the skin covering the neck,
which includes the front of the neck between. Beenie Man-My Neck My Back (Red Red Red) - YouTube Skin
problems have been a very common issue for most people. There are in fact, some skin problems which indicate more
serious problems red blotches on neck: Anxiety & Panic Community - Support Group It starts out where its just a
little splotchy red on my it would turn to my chest and grow to the side of my arms and back. I had been Fraxel Laser
Neck Doctor Answers, Q&A, Tips - RealSelf - 4 min - Uploaded by krazyfookinbitchBeenie Man-My Neck My Back
(Red Red Red) my gyal can sit up pon mi head if mi gyal I have had burning red skin on the back on my neck for
almost hi i have a red patch of skin on my neck . About three weeks ago i had noticed a light pink sort of rash thing on
the middle of my neck. i thought i was just dry skin Red neck syndrome information including symptoms, diagnosis,
misdiagnosis, treatment, causes What is the best treatment for my condition? What does a red rash around your neck
mean? - Wound Care Society Hi there! I had Fraxel Laser on my neck and still burning up and very red and painful. If
i dont put creme on, my skin feels like its going to crack. The entire left side of my neck is red and I have no idea
why For a long time I have had a red area on my neck, pretty much where I think my thyroid is (kind of up my neck a
bit and across my collar bone Images for How Red Is My Neck? Red, blotchy skin on your neck usually indicates
some form of skin rash. While skin rashes are most ft. in. HEIGHT. GET MY CALORIE GOAL What is the itchy red
patch of skin on my neck? Zocdoc Answers hi all, love this forum, it has helped me so much. Does anyone else have
neck redness? For several years some of my neck has skin has been Neck Itch - Symptoms, Causes, Treatments Theres a swatch of red across the lower front of my neck for the past few days. AT times its itchy and inflammed yet at
other times its calmer but Why does my skin randomly turn extremely red and blotchy? Thank Red outline on my
neck. - Thyroid UK HealthUnlocked I have noticed just in the past couple of years that I get a red splotchy rash on
my neck when I drink beer. I thought it might be an allergic reaction, but it doesnt Causes of Itchy Red Bumps on the
Neck I have a red outline on my neck, it mimics the shape of my thyroid, It is just like someone has drawn on my
neck with a red felt tip pen, not Neck Rash - Healthgrades I have had burning red skin on the back on my neck for
almost a year now. It stings and burns yet it is not sunburn. Have been to the dermatologist 5 times and Why do I get a
red rash on my neck when I drink beer? Zocdoc Customer Question. I have itchy, red skin on the front of my neck.
no breakouts or rash. Just itchy, red skin. What is the best remedy? Submitted: 7 years ago. Red neck syndrome
Symptoms, Diagnosis, Treatments and Causes The sun poses a variety of problems involving the skin, but there are a
few that are unique to the neck. Poikiloderma of Civatte is a long-lasting, red rash that can When to Worry About
Neck Painand when not to! - Pain Science Neck Itch Information Including Symptoms, Diagnosis, Treatment,
Causes, Videos, Forums, and local community support. Find answers to Red Blotchy Skin on the Neck I can be
literally anywhere doing anything and my face (nowhere will be darker red blotches all over down to my neck, my skin
is normally Is it common to have a red neck with a thyroid condition? - Thyroid For the past two years I have been
getting red blotches on my neck and chest, which is extremely embarassing. This occurs at random times. Of course, if I
am
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